POLISH

GUIDES
America's Polish heritage : a social history of the Poles in America, by Joseph A. Wytrwal, M 325.2438 W997a.


Guide to Polish libraries and archives, by Richard Casimir Lewanski, M 027.0438 L58g.


POLISH IN MICHIGAN
Detroit's polonia, by Cecile Wendt Jensen, M 977.40049185 J453d.

Enduring Poles, by Natsolim, M 977.4004 M637e.

J. William Gorski Polish Historical & Genealogical Collection at the Michigan State Library & Archives, by J. William Gorski, Geneal. R 929.3438 G687

Hamtramck, then and now a sociological study of a Polish-American community, by Arthur Evans Wood, M 977.433 W85.

Poles in Michigan, by Dennis Badaczewski, M 977.40049185 B14p.

Poles in Michigan, M 325.2438 P758 v.1.

Polonian musings : a series of articles from various publications about the pioneer Detroit and pioneer Grand Rapids Poles-Polanders, by Eduard Adam Skendzel, M 977.4004 Sk26p v.1-2.

Tolerated but never accepted Polish American officials of Michigan and Polonia in a world political perspective : Volume 1, by Don Binkowski, M 977.40049185 B514t.

POLISH IN GRAND RAPIDS

Polish settlers in Grand Rapids, Michigan, by Edward Symanski, M 301.453438 Sy61p

The rise and fall of the Grand Rapids Polonia, by Eduard Adam Skendzel, M 977.456004 Sk26r : 02/94.

Grand Rapids History & Special Collections Department • www.grpl.org/localhistory • 616.988.5400
The Sacred Heart story: a history of Sacred Heart Parish in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on the occasion of its Diamond Jubilee, 1904-1979, by Eduard Adam Skendzel, M 282.77456 Sk26s.

A schematic historical overview of the pioneer Grand Rapids Polonians, by Eduard Adam Skendzel, M 977.456004 Sk26s.

PASSENGER LISTS


CENSUS

POLISH GRAND RAPIDS NEWSPAPERS ON MICROFILM
The Echo, 1908-1928

Kuryer z Grand Rapids = Grand Rapids courier 1906-07

VERTICAL FILE HOLDINGS
Bajema Clipping Files, Ethnic Groups – Polish, 1876-1930

Polish Grand Rapids

Poles in Michigan

PERIODICALS
The Eaglet, 1981-current.

ETHNIC GROUPS COLLECTION IN THE GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC LIBRARY ARCHIVES

- Eduard Adam Skendzel Polonian Historical Collection (299)